Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 28

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across

1. exactness
5. a set time for a meeting
8. response
9. the finishing of something
11. the act of pursuing legal action against someone
12. the opinion that the general public has of a person
14. a newly created device or process
15. not involving exciting incidents
17. snack
24. focus
26. a difference of opinion
27. a planned break in a performance
28. without a flaw
29. advancement in rank or position
30. boundless

Down

2. progress
3. A ___ bed is neither too hard nor too soft.
4. a person whom one knows but not very well
6. the act or process of getting ready
7. a formal meeting
10. to bring water to crops through channels
13. able to be turned backward
16. sadness
18. the number of people present
19. adornment
20. the process of growing or changing
21. An encyclopedia is a source of ___.
22. treating with esteem
23. the state of living or being
25. impossible to accept as true
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